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Abstract. The low masses of irregular galaxies change the behavior of their interstellar medium
(ISM) compared to that of normal spirals, so the role of magnetic fields in the ISM in irregulars
may be very different than in spirals. We present high-resolution and high-sensitivity observa-
tions of the magnetic fields of two irregular galaxies: NGC 4214 and NGC 1569.
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The chaotic interstellar medium (ISM) of irregular galaxies is very different from ISM
of spirals. Irregulars rotate as solid bodies and their ISM is prone to disruption because
of their low masses. What role does the magnetic field play in the ISM of these galaxies?
To date only five irregulars have detailed observations of their magnetic fields (NGC
4449: Chyży et al. 2000; IC 10 and NGC 6822: Chyży et al. 2003; LMC: Klein et al.
1993, Gaensler et al. 2005; SMC: Mao et al. 2008). Our goal is to increase the number
of irregulars with observed magnetic fields to address the following questions: 1) what
generates and sustains large-scale magnetic fields in irregulars and 2) what causes the
range of magnetic field structure seen in irregulars? Here we present observations of two
well studied, actively star-forming irregular galaxies: NGC 1569 and NGC 4214.

For NGC 4214, we estimate from the 6 cm synchrotron flux that the field strength is
50 μG in the center and 18 μG at the edges. The magnetic pressure is comparable to the
pressures of the other ISM components and thus does not dominate the ISM. We do not
detect much polarization, implying that the field is random. To see if an α-ω dynamo
could generate large-scale field in NGC 4214, we calculated the dynamo number using
an HI rotation curve (Allsopp 1979). It is above the critical value only for radii of 2 to 4
kpc, so NGC 4214 is not able to produce a large-scale field over its entire disk with an
α-ω dynamo.
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Figure 1. The magnetic field structure of NGC 1569 (Kepley et al. 2009, in preparation). The
contours show the 3 cm radio continuum emission, the pseudo-vectors show the magnetic field
orientation, and the greyscale shows the rotation measures. The contours are 3, 6, 12, 24, 48,
96, 192, 384, and 768 times 29 μ Jy beam−1 , a pseudo-vector with a length of 1′ has a polarized
intensity of 12.8 μ Jy beam−1 , and the rotation measures are in units of 1000 rad m−2 .

NGC 1569 is one of the most extreme starbursts in the local universe. This highly in-
clined galaxy has a strong outflow (Martin 1998, Westmoquette et al. 2008). Its magnetic
field strength, estimated from the 3 cm synchrotron flux, ranges from 35 μG in the center
to 10 μG at the edges. The magnetic pressure is comparable to the pressure of the X-ray
gas, so the field does not dominate the ISM. The field in the disk is mostly random, which
reflects the turbulent ISM there. The plane of sky halo field is roughly perpendicular to
the disk. The polarized regions are correlated with Hα bubbles. The observed field has
a bubble-like morphology, e.g. the southwestern most region of polarization points away
from the observer near the center of the galaxy, but is mostly in the plane of the sky in
the halo of the galaxy. These structures are analogous to the α-ω dynamo model of K.
Ferrière, e.g., Ferrière & Schmitt (2000).
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